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ight now flexibility is all about
sharing: shared parental leave
(SPL), job sharing, sharing office

spaces. If you want to embody and
embrace flexible working then getting
to grips with this agenda is essential.
Shared parental leave still has
commentators divided – both over
the size of the burden it places on
organisations and the likelihood of it
being taken up by individuals. With six
months to go until the first adopters
take their leave, there is plenty of time
left for debate and many employers

to the benefits and overcoming their

are still formulating their policies.

hesitation. When you get to the heart

In this issue, My Family Care

people helping each other succeed.

data suggests that 20% of those eligible

They both want to work, they both

would consider taking SPL. That’s

have other commitments. Instead of

higher than official figures have

feeling guilty when they are out of the

indicated and reflective of the fact

office, afraid the phone will ring or

that we should not underestimate the

they’ll go back in to a list of problems,

potential for cultural change.

there is someone else taking the strain.

It’s true that issues of pay are likely

DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

time cover, higher productivity and

SPL but it is nevertheless a huge step

employees who need less management

forward and could easily be a moment

support. Not a lot of downside.

On page 12 Gabriella Józwiak takes

A highlight of this issue is the expert
advice in our technology special

an in-depth look at shared leave and

report on communication for

best practice in this area. Meanwhile,

dispersed teams: ideal for those

as Flexible Boss went to press, Acas

exploring new ways of working.

was due to publish its SPL guidance

Report sponsor Lifesize is also offering

and the service is touring the country

a free video guide and software trial.

running workshops for employers.
Also featuring more frequently
in conversations on flexibility is job
sharing. Employers are waking up
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In return the organisation gets full-

to deter many people from taking

we look back on in years to come.
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of it, job sharing is really just two

director Ben Black says his company’s

Thanks go to all the contributors and
distribution partners for their support.
Heather Greig-Smith
Editor, Flexible Boss
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NEWS

Barclays promotes flexible work
BARCLAYS has launched a ‘dynamic

the Women’s Business Council, said his

working’ campaign to better

company has set itself the challenge

understand the needs of the multi-

of ensuring that 25% of its equity

generational workforce.

partners are female by 2020, rising to

Speaking at the Working Families

30% by 2030.

National Work Life Week Conference

“Some people see that as ambitious,

in September, Philip Freeborn, head of

while others say, ‘Is that it?’,” he said.

operations & technology for Barclays

“When we look at the pipeline in the

Investment Bank, said it is important

organisation we assume that people

to foster an organisational culture

who are going to be partners by 2020

where “flexible working is recognised,

are already in the firm – if we don’t

appreciated and valued”.

have a sufficient number it is tough.”

The 12-month campaign will use

He added that staff surveys show

staff case studies, line manager clinics,
networking events and dynamic

flexible working to be a significant
Dennis Woulfe: Deloitte

working champions from across the

issue for all employees. “It’s not just
a women’s issue; it’s a family issue.

of job sharing. “In the retail bank all

People can’t or don’t want to work at

Freeborn said the bank recently

vacancies, both internal and external,

the same level of intensity throughout

updated its flexible working policy to

are now advertised as being available

their career. They need different

give all colleagues the right to request

for job sharing,” said Freeborn.

flexibilities at different points.”

flexible working from day one of their

Candidates “can access help to search

Woulfe said there is a business

employment. It is engaging with its

for a job share partner and tools and

imperative for companies to tackle

recruitment partners “to ensure they

resources to show them how it works”.

flexible working and diversity issues.

company to spread flexibility.

fully understand our inclusive ethos”.
In addition, there is to be promotion

Speaking at the same event, Deloitte
partner Dennis Woulfe, a member of

“This is asking business to focus on
something that is good for business.”

Secret carers struggle to cope
ABSENCE levels are rising as staff struggle to cope with caring responsibilities,
according to figures from the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development.
More than one in three employers told the CIPD that absence levels have
increased because of caring responsibilities. However, just one in six have policies
in place to help staff achieve a better balance between home and working lives.
Although a further two-fifths report that they offer support to individuals on an
ad hoc basis, the institute is calling for more businesses to adopt formal policies.
Its annual absence management survey says flexible working arrangements are
by far the most common type of support offered (68%), followed by compassionate
leave (53%) and paid or unpaid carers’ leave (48%). Two-fifths of employers (42%)
offer access to counselling and three out of ten offer career breaks.
Dr Jill Miller, CIPD research adviser, said: “There will be four generations
working side-by-side by 2030. Employers are having to manage an increasingly
diverse range of employee needs. We’re seeing intergenerational issues coming
to the fore, and in particular, a rise in the number of people with caring
responsibilities. It’s therefore vital that employers have strong wellbeing policies
in place and communicate the benefits of flexible working to their employees.”
Ben Black, director of My Family Care, said: “With the ageing population, things

“It is vital that
employers have
strong wellbeing
policies in place”

are only going to get worse, so companies need to wake up and make changes in
their policy and put practical enablers in place to retain the best staff.”
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NEWS
Agile Future Forum
plans global index

also suggested repositioning parental,

THE Agile Future Forum (AFF) is to

extended to carers. In addition, the

embark on phase two of its drive to

manifesto said government should

reposition the flexible working agenda

promote the adoption of agile working

as a business issue.

through business rates.

maternity and paternity leave as
‘family leave’, which would also be

Interviewed in this issue of Flexible

Enei chief executive Denise Keating

Boss, AFF chief executive Fiona

said: “Members believe there should

Cannon said the organisation is

be a re-energised approach which

establishing itself as a not-for-profit

holds government, organisations and

and will be sharing its research and a

individuals accountable for progress.

global agility index in November.

Many employers are working hard to

AFF was launched by 22 founder

make their workplaces inclusive, but

employers in June last year, including

increasingly we feel that more needs

Lloyds, BT, Tesco and John Lewis. Its

to come from the government to create

initial report, compiled by consultants

the right environment for change.”

at McKinsey, found agile working

Older workers create
legal challenges

practices offered benefits equivalent to
3%-13% of workforce costs.
It will now offer free tools to
organisations, including an Agility
Readiness Index that companies can

Vince Cable: business secretary

use initially to establish their current

THE rising number of older workers
is presenting companies with an
unprecedented range of employment

level of agility and a Business Value

law challenges, a law firm has said.

Assessment tool designed to help

and that had kept many people in

businesses implement agility.

work. “Some types of contracts which

employment at Rosling King, said there

offer fewer employment rights, and

were advantages to having a mature

be able to see a shift in the way we

which were never designed to be

workforce, but employers need to be

deal with this issue that will create

widely used, have become much

aware of risks to avoid discrimination

organisations who are able to be more

more commonplace. As the economy

claims. “People over 50 are more likely

competitive in the global marketplace.

recovers, it is right to explore giving a

to be loyal, help motivate other staff

We want to position the UK as number

silent minority of workers the security

and mentor new recruits as well as

one on this issue,” said Cannon.

and rights enjoyed by the majority of

possessing an admirable performance

employees,” he added.

record,” she said. She gave the

“I’m really optimistic that we’ll

Jacqueline Kendal, head of

Cable announces
‘worker’ review

findings by the end of the year and

reporting 20% higher performance

submit recommendations for next

in outlets that employ workers over

BUSINESS secretary Vince Cable has

steps to ministers by March 2015.

60. Some organisations also report a

Officials expect to present interim

example of fast food chain McDonald’s

decrease in short-term absences.

launched an employment review to

Employers set out
diversity manifesto

and age-related health conditions

WORKPLACES need to become

age and disability discrimination.

and planned legislation on zero hours

more inclusive for the UK to remain

Employers must also ensure historical

contracts, which highlighted the

globally competitive, according to the

references to a fixed retirement age

problem of people on ‘worker’ rather

Employers Network for Equality &

are removed from contracts and staff

than ‘employee’ contracts. Worker

Inclusion (enei).

are aware there is no fixed retirement

help clarify and potentially strengthen
the employment status of up to a
million British workers.
It follows the government’s review

contracts have fewer basic rights, such

Setting out a manifesto for change

However, she said long-term absence
need to be handled carefully to avoid

age, unless there is a justifiable reason
for an age limit remaining in place.

as those around unfair dismissal and

in UK workplaces, the network

maternity pay. They do not have the

called for the government to set

right to request flexible working.

proportionate diversity targets in

and associated documents must be

employment and introduce mandatory

defined flexibly enough to provide for

company reporting on the issue. It

retirement through choice.

Cable said employers had been
resourceful during the recession

www.flexibleboss.com
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Acas publishes SPL
guidance for bosses

poor, cash-poor – often both – many

Publicly-funded conciliation service

to change. And not just from the

ACAS is to publish shared parental

employees’ point of view.”

feel they aren’t doing justice to either
home or work life. Something has

Its manifesto sets out eight specific

leave guidance on 14 October, it has

policy proposals grouped under the

announced.

headings of time, equality, money, and

Shared parental leave is a new right

childcare.

that will enable mothers, fathers,

The document calls for a new

partners and adopters to choose how
to share time off work after their child

right to a period of adjustment leave

is born or placed. Employers have to

to allow families to weather short-

get to grips with the new system in

term crises or changes in caring

time for April next year, when the

responsibilities without having to give

right comes into force. However, Acas

up work.
In addition it says a flexible by

has warned they need to be ready to

default approach to job design should

deal with enquiries before that date.
The regulations are currently before

be adopted by the public sector,

parliament and do not come into force

with all jobs in local and central

until 1 December, however they are

government advertised on a flexible

not expected to change dramatically.

basis unless there is a business reason
not to. The manifesto also calls for

SPL can be taken in different blocks
at different times, a feature that has

a cabinet-level, cross-departmental

led to some concern about how to

minister for childcare.

manage it. The Acas guidance will

Rising commute
threatens wellbeing

tackle this and other issues arising

homeworking, 74% said laptop,

from SPL. Acas is also running training

17% tablet and only 9% favoured a

sessions around the country.

smartphone.

Home workers left
without tech support

Workingmums.co.uk, said: “The

minutes – four minutes longer than

results show the clear appetite for

in 2012, according to research by

homeworking, but also suggest the

workspace provider Regus.

Employers are failing to supply

need for improvements in the services

equipment and technical support for

required to support that, such as

commuting times boost employee

home workers, according to a survey

technical support and a better quality

productivity, motivation and work-life

by Workingmums.co.uk.

of tools.”

balance.

Gillian Nissim, founder of

The average UK commute is now 30

This is despite evidence that shorter

The survey of over 2,000 parents

She added: “Companies are looking

A quarter of the 3,600 business

was sponsored by BBC Future Media.

into ways to improve, for instance, the

people surveyed said their journey

It found that home working is the most

sound quality of conference calls and

to work takes even longer – between

popular type of flexible working, with

to train workers to use webinars and

30 and 60 minutes and 15% regularly

64% working some of the week from

conference calls more effectively.”

travel for over an hour each way.
Employees in large firms report the

home, and a quarter working at home

longest commutes, clocking up a one-

own equipment and dealing with

Families and Work
Group manifesto out

problems themselves. Only 36% said

A coalition of charities and unions

communications consultancy in West

they can call on technical support if

has launched a manifesto of policies

London, has adopted a virtual business

they get into trouble.

needed to support working families,

model, dispensing with their old full-

ahead of next year’s general election.

time physical office. Director Paul

most of the time.
However, many are left using their

Only 7% of working parents said
they had been provided with a

The Families and Work Group said:

way average of 39 minutes.
Lucid Communications, a

Townsend said: “Working remotely

smartphone by work, and only 3% say

“They may be THE demographic

actually galvanised the team, as it

their employer gives them a tablet.

politicians most love to court but

requires greater effort to communicate

Asked what equipment an employer

shockingly large numbers of families

effectively and that brought new

could supply which would help with

are really struggling to cope. Time-

discipline and focus.”
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Counting Down to
Shared Parental Leave
Shared Parental Leave has proven to be one of the most
hotly discussed topics in HR circles this year. And with
the new right coming into effect on April 5th next year,
employers need to get their policies and plans in place.
My Family Care’s FREE HR Resources provide help,
advice, and ideas on what other companies are doing,
before the new legislation comes into effect.
Simply click on the images below or visit our website

Maternity and
Paternity Benefits
Benchmark
told us about their
Over 100 UK companies
ernity benefits
pat
and
current maternity

Shared
Parental Le
HR Resourcave
e Pack

June 2014
May 2014

Register for our
HR WEBINAR
Counting Down to Shared Parental
Leave: What, when and how to
implement your company strategy
Wednesday, Oct 22nd 2014 at 12:30

www.myfamilycare.co.uk

Have you heard about
The Job Share Project?
‘The Job Share Project’ was launched as a vehicle to
promote job sharing as a commercially viable solution
to enable part-time working in key roles. Case studies,
research, videos and downloads can be found at
www.thejobshareproject.com
On the back of this research, Capability Jane has produced leading
edge, easy to use, best practice tools, guides, templates and
FAQs to support individuals, managers and HR with the successful
implementation of job sharing and ultimately encourage
increased take up and adoption. The Job Share Toolkits have
been designed to be easily uploaded to an organisation’s intranet
and link to existing policies and documentation as appropriate.

TM

Capability Jane’s Job Share Toolkits have been
referred to as ‘inspiring’, thought provoking
and ‘something I wish I’d seen earlier’ by job
sharers and practitioners alike.
Join us for our upcoming webinars on Job sharing:
Building a Business Case for Job Sharing
21 Oct at 1:30 PM – click here to register
10 Steps to Implementation
21 Oct at 11:30 AM - click here to register
Job Share Toolkits and Portals
04 Nov at 11:30 AM - – click here to register

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CONTACT CAPABILITY JANE:
Telephone: 07904 984304

Email: ruthevans@capabilityjane.com

JOB SHARING
ONLINE TOOLKITS
The Job Share toolkits are a suite of practical
guidelines, tools, top tips and templates for
employers seeking to support and encourage
the take up and successful implementation of
job sharing within their organisation.

CONTENT RICH
GUIDELINES FOR:

1. INDIVIDUALS
2. MANAGERS
3. www.capabilityjane.com
HR PRACTITIONERS

NEWS

Failing to adapt is ‘£101bn risk’
BUSINESSES face costs of up to £101bn
if they fail to adapt to change in the
workplace, a new report has claimed.
The study, commissioned by
financial protection specialist Unum
and carried out by trend forecaster
The Future Laboratory, says ageless
and mindful workplaces are needed to
manage employee wellbeing and that
British workers face burnout if their
needs are not addressed.
The Future Workplace looks at
businesses across the sectors of
accountancy, law, retail, IT and media
& advertising, and identifies ageless,
mindful, intuitive and collaborative
workplaces as the key future trends.
The authors interviewed industry
experts as well as surveying 1,000

and needs to cater for their employees.

earning over £25,000, it says this could

workers.

In addition, they should “embrace the

end up costing businesses £101bn.

A workplace that allows older
workers to remain in the business or
return instead of retiring and which

collapse of traditional structures” to
promote open and social exchange.
It warns that failure to do so means

Peter O’Donnell, chief executive
of Unum, said: “The workplace is
becoming increasingly people-centric,

allows employees to recharge mentally

employees are prone to stress and

so organisations competing for talent

and achieve balance is crucial, it

burnout, making them more likely

need to be more supportive of staff

says. Workplaces should use data and

to leave. With staff turnover costing

than ever before. Employers need to

insight on environment, mood, wants

an average of £30,614 per employee

adapt or face financial repercussions.”

‘Age audit’ sets out action plan
THINK-TANK the International Longevity Centre (ILC-UK) has published a
business ‘age audit’. It includes an eight-point action plan for companies that want
to respond to the issues raised by the ageing workforce.
The audit points out that businesses must respond to ageing to ensure economic
growth and cope with demographic changes. From now until 2037 the number of
people aged over 65 will rise by an average of 278,000 each year, compared with
29,000 for the 15-64 age group. It recommends using flexible working to retain
older workers, for example enabling phased retirement.
ILC-UK chief executive Baroness Sally Greengross said: “Ageing poses both an
opportunity and a threat to businesses around the world. With growth in the
number of people aged 15-64 likely to slow over the coming decades, businesses
will be forced to put emphasis on recruiting older talent and ensuring lower levels
of ‘brain drain’ from their organisations.
“At the same time, consumption of goods and services by the over 65s is likely to
grow at a faster rate than any other demographic group necessitating innovations
in design and marketing to tap into the ‘grey pound’.
“Businesses that plan for these winds of change will be best prepared to

“Ageing poses both
an opportunity
and a threat to
businesses”

flourish, while those that fail to prepare could struggle to survive and grow.”

www.flexibleboss.com
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RESEARCH
ROUND-UP

Research: latest news
Interim roles can retain baby boomers
Interim management roles could be the answer to keeping ‘baby boomer’
generation employees, according to a survey by recruitment specialist Robert Half.
It found 69% of employers across UK businesses very or somewhat concerned
about losing experienced staff in the next two years, with loss of legacy knowledge
(43%), leadership abilities (20%) and functional skills (18%) the biggest worries.
However, nearly 96% of chief financial officers surveyed would consider
interim management and consulting as they approach retirement, with 42%
seeing this as a “very attractive” proposition. The flexibility of these roles is a
major draw, with 61% of respondents citing it. In addition 17% said they were
attracted by the opportunity to keep working but reduce their hours.
Julian McLaren, a vice-president at Robert Half, said flexibility lets businesses
“scale their workforce up and down according to demand, plug short-term gaps in
senior management and ensure they have the right people leading key projects.”

Workers will vote with their feet on flex
More than 43% of employees would prefer flexible work to a pay raise, according
to findings by communication software and services firm Unify.
It surveyed more than 800 people at all levels and sectors for its NW2W Index
and said there is increasingly a ‘flex work imperative’ at play, “a perfect storm of
employee demand, an improving job market, and numerous laws that are shifting
flex work from being a job perk to an employee’s right”.
“Employees are serious about flex work,” said Unify chief marketing officer Bill
Hurley. “In addition to nearly half of all employees preferring flex work over a pay
raise, nearly one third said they would change employers if offered flexible work
elsewhere. Business leaders who ignore the imperative could find themselves
suffering the loss of their best employees.”
The report said offering flexibility is not “all-or-nothing”. Many employees
would be satisfied working from home for some of the time.

Portfolio careers ‘to hit the mainstream’
A KPMG survey says 63% of business leaders believe portfolio workers will be
widely accepted within the next decade. However, only 50% of those in human
resources agree. Portfolio workers differ from freelancers by having contracts
with different companies simultaneously, with guaranteed work from all.
KPMG surveyed executive boards, HR directors and recent graduates. In total,
57% of HR directors and 65% of C-suite executives said a well-articulated and
effective portfolio worker strategy could be a source of competitive advantage.
David Knight, associate partner in the P3 (people powered performance) team
at KPMG, said: “There is a need for organisations to be able to switch on and off
their workforce in line with demand without incurring financial liability. Combine
that with a push from younger generations to work in a different way from their
predecessors, and it highlights the need for better use of the workforce.”

10
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Charity highlights
manager pressure
Line managers can be a
major obstacle to flexible
working. Heather GreigSmith examines the latest
benchmarking data

L

and only 50% of organisations that do
provide training make it compulsory.
The report added: “Line managers
are likely to feel the lack of resources
and financial pressures keenly; the
temptation to resist flexibility and stick
with tried and tested working practices
can understandably be strong. If
organisations want line managers to

ine managers are a significant

acquire the skills they need around

barrier to increasing flexibility

flexibility and high performance, they

and must be trained to deal with

will have to make the space and time

different ways of working, according
to the results of the Working Families

for them to do so.
“Line managers are less likely

annual Top Employers for Working

to be enthusiastic about flexible

Families Benchmark.

working arrangements if they are not

This year, 28 organisations entered

themselves confident in administering

the benchmark, representing over half

different ways of working and trained

a million employees. When reporting

to manage them effectively.”

barriers to flexibility, line managers

In 2013 financial institution

The benchmark found that support

occupied two of the top five concerns,

Citi made line manager training

for carers has caught up with the

with ‘lack of line management

mandatory for managers with

support given to fathers but not

knowledge/skill’ cited by 48%, second

direct reports going on maternity or

yet that offered to mothers. Swan

only to the economic environment.

paternity leave. “We know when a line

cautioned that caring is becoming

‘Lack of line management support’

manager has gone through training

a bigger issue and added that “a

was raised by 28% of respondents as

there is a real difference in terms of

gendered approach to support may be

a barrier, causing the charity to label

those employees going out and coming

counter-productive in the long-term as

line managers “a pressure point”.

back in,” says EMEA diversity &

it suggests mothers need more support,

inclusion specialist Xanic Jones.

or that caring is a female thing to do”.

“This is a significant issue, and
points to a disconnect between the

As well as manager concerns,

He also raised the issue of measuring

efforts and activities coming from

the benchmark highlighted that

informal flexibility. “Women are three

the top in terms of sponsorship and

companies are not necessarily

times more likely than men to be

advocacy, and the actual reality on

incorporating their support for flexible

working flexibly in a formal way but

the ground,” said the report. “Without

working in their stated values. Swan

the measuring of informal flexibility is

training and support, line managers

suggested there is “scope to be a bit

problematic,” he said.

will remain uncertain of their skills to

bolder” when it comes to advertising

manage flexible workers effectively,

flexible opportunities in marketing

firms with high levels of flexibility

and will struggle to build high-

campaigns and recruitment.

and many fear that trying to measure

performing flexible teams.”

The charity has launched a strapline

This is an increasing problem for

informal arrangements undermines

‘happy to talk flexible working’ and

trust. However, the report suggests

uneven, said report author and

accompanying guide for organisations

staff surveys could be a light touch

Working Families research and policy

to use in recruitment material. Only

solution to measurement issues: “Using

manager Jonathan Swan. More than

21% of employers always identify how

staff surveys to measure outcomes of

20% of organisations do not offer

flexible a position could be to their

flexible working across a variety of

training for managers in managing

own workforce in internal adverts; for

arrangements is, as yet, an underused

flexible and high performance teams,

external ads, that falls to 18%.

potentially beneficial resource.”

Training for line managers is

www.flexibleboss.com
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SHARED
PARENTAL
LEAVE

Culture
change
SOME EMPLOYERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY OF A ‘HEAD IN THE SAND’ APPROACH TO
THE INTRODUCTION OF SHARED PARENTAL LEAVE RULES. AS THE CLOCK TICKS
TOWARDS THE 5 APRIL DEADLINE, GABRIELLA JÓZWIAK TAKES A LOOK AT THE
ISSUES OF PAY AND EQUALITY THEY NEED TO TACKLE

G

ood for families, good for

previously available only to mothers.

an important change that will shred

business and good for our

By opting in to the system, a mother

outdated stereotypes about who

economy,” is how deputy prime

can end maternity or adoption leave

should do what, and let parents get

minister Nick Clegg described the

or pay early and share the remaining

on with making their own decisions

government’s new Shared Parental

weeks with her partner. In this time,

about how they manage work and

Leave (SPL) scheme in November

they will be able to claim statutory

family life,” a spokeswoman for the

2013. Almost a year on, employers

Shared Parental Pay (ShPP). SLP is

Department of Business, Innovation

are preparing for the more flexible

flexible, with parents allowed to book

and Skills (BIS) told Flexible Boss.

rights for parents to come into force

up to three separate blocks of leave.

“International comparisons,
particularly with Scandinavia, show

on 5 April next year. But some are
unsure how to deliver the entitlements

Shredding stereotypes

similar programmes involve long-term
cultural change about expectations

and whether they will create an
administrative nightmare. With the

The changes aim to promote equality

of gender roles and who does the

first babies to be born under the new

in the workplace by enabling women

childcare.”

arrangements already gestating, the

to return earlier without having to

clock is ticking.

finance childcare. They also encourage

suggest SLP will still create a division

men to spend time with their young

between working men and women.

children. “Shared parental leave is

A major concern is pay. ShPP will be

SPL enables eligible parents to share
some of the 52-weeks maternity leave
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paid at £138.18 a week or 90% of an

decided to structure their maternity

employee’s average weekly earnings,

policies,” she says.
She also suggests employers may

depending on which is lower.
Employers can decide whether to

choose to look at how they allocate

enhance ShPP in the same way as

their current budgets for maternity

many enhance maternity pay.

pay across both maternity and paternity pay. However, if that has the

A survey of more than 2,100
men published by the National

effect of reducing female employees’

Childbirth Trust in May found 30%

entitlement to enhanced maternity

would not consider taking up SPL,

pay, she says, that may impact on the

with 45% saying this was because

attractiveness of couples taking up SLP

paternity pay was too low. The

proposals, and negate the impact of

BIS spokeswoman agrees pay is a

government policy in this area.

barrier. The department expects
higher rates of take-up where

Simon Kerr-Davis: Linklaters

Breaking the bank

“Employers really
didn’t choose to
enhance APL –
even people who
had very generous
maternity leave”

Sarah Jackson, chief executive

employers offer occupational pay
schemes. It estimates an initial take
up of between 2% and 8% of eligible
fathers.

Enhanced pay
Simon Kerr-Davis, an employment
lawyer with international law
firm Linklaters, says the decision
to enhance pay will depend upon

of campaigning charity Working
Families, is more positive about
employers’ intentions to enhance pay.
She says modelling done by companies
she supports shows that enhancing
paternity pay will not break the bank.
“If the take-up is around 10% of their
eligible fathers, and they’re going to
take maybe four weeks off, the new
costs will be in the region of [that

whether employers “see family-

of] up to three additional maternity

friendly rights as being an employerof-choice issue”. He points out that

the claimant, Mr Shutter, because he

leavers out of every 100,” she

since 2011, fathers and partners

had incorrectly compared himself to

explains. “For a large private sector

have been entitled to up to 26 weeks

a female employee who had taken

organisation, it’s not going to cost

Additional Paternity Leave (APL) and

maternity leave. He should have

them a huge amount to match their

up to 19 weeks pay, once the mother

compared himself to a female partner

paternity or ShPP. What I hear from

has returned to work. However, the

on APL, who would have received the

them is that cost is worth it in terms of

scheme has had little impact, with a

same statutory rate.

promoting equality in the workplace,

TUC survey from June 2013 revealing

Ford also successfully argued its

which is encouraging.”

just 0.6% of eligible fathers had

practice of not paying enhanced

taken it up. “Employers really didn’t

paternity pay was necessary to achieve

offer enhanced shared parental pay.

choose to enhance APL – even people

an increase in the number of woman it

Other organisations have already

who had very generous maternity

employed, as it had a male-dominated

implemented enhanced pay, such

leave tended not to,” he says.

workforce and significant statistical

as the London School of Economics

Problems with APL were

evidence to support this contention.

and Political Science (LSE). It pays

highlighted in September this

Anna Fletcher, director of law firm

From April, the civil service will

paternity leave at full-pay rates, and

year when an employee brought

Wragge Lawrence Graham & Co,

offers up to 16-weeks additional

an employment tribunal against

believes that the Ford case will have

paternity leave. “We took that decision

car manufacturer Ford. He

implications for employers when

because when APL was introduced

claimed direct and indirect sex

deciding whether to enhance paternity

we wanted to match the payment

discrimination because Ford paid

pay. She suggests it could persuade

that our female employees receive

him statutory paternity pay during

employers to maintain statutory

with maternity pay,” says LSE human

five-months of APL, whereas Ford’s

pay levels, but there is still a risk

resources adviser Natalie Pancheri.

female employees were entitled to

employees might bring discrimination

enhanced pay.

cases in the future. “It may well be

APL, LSE introduced an additional

other organisations don’t have that

benefit that gives academic members

rationale, as Ford did, for how they

of staff the option to have a term of

The tribunal ruled that Ford had
not directly discriminated against

www.flexibleboss.com
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leave constitutes “an extreme form
of flexible working”. She says this
development is in line with current
workplace trends, following the
introduction of legislation in June
that allows workers to request more
flexibility.
“It’s one part of the continuing
change in the way we view work, life
and increasingly how generations
coming into the workplace see work
as a part of their life,” she says. But
she cautions: “Will the leave a parent
takes increasingly become one where
they’re expected to answer emails
while breastfeeding?”
In May, a study published by My
Family Care and law firm Hogan
Lovells suggested only 15% of
employers had a clear plan about

“If it works for the business and for the
individual, it’s not going to be a problem”

how to implement the new provision.
Now, Liston-Smith says employers are
getting up to speed and putting policies
in place. But she says uncertainty
about how to manage shorter periods
of leave and pay means some HR

paid research leave after 18-weeks

and sees benefits for women in the

departments “are not making a huge

paternity or maternity leave. “That

proposal. “If you’re a management

splash about it”.

really supports parents to build up

consultant and you need to come back

their research profile and impacts

for six weeks to manage a high-level

parents’ networks and communities

on their opportunity for promotion,”

project, you can do that,” she suggests.

with the information, particularly so

says Pancheri. She adds that this is

“Similarly, you can imagine that for

as not to isolate ineligible employees.

particularly beneficial for female

women in retail during the Christmas

“There is sometimes a backlash against

colleagues, as there tend to be fewer

rush it might be handy to come back

parents from employees who don’t

women in senior positions. About six

through December.”

have kids,” says Liston-Smith. “If

She recommends employers target

employers are seriously nervous about

from a staff of 600 academics have

Conversely, Jennifer Liston-Smith,

taken the paid research leave since

director of coaching & consultancy at

their capacity to cope with SLP, some

August 2013.

employment adviser My Family Care,

serious advice is to have the right

says the flexibility may put pressure

policy in place and not overdo their

on women to return to work earlier.

obligation to tell people.”

By the block

“They are concerned they will be

Lynn Rattigan, deputy chief

Under the SLP provision, parents are

regarded as selfish by their partner or

operating officer at professional

entitled to book up to three separate

employer if they take the whole year

services firm Ernst & Young (EY),

blocks of leave instead of taking it all

themselves,” she says.

agrees that SPL should be viewed

in one go. Blocks can be as short as a

SLP also offers parents up to 20

as a continuation of increasingly

week, which has left some managers

shared parental leave in touch (Split)

flexible workplace practices. She says

wondering how they will cover

days. These are in addition to 10

employers should approach plans

frequent, short-term absences.

keeping in touch (Kit) days already

to offer blocked leave as they would

available to people on maternity or

any absence request: “It’s always a

down requests for block working

adoption leave. Both are optional and

business conversation. If it works for

and negotiate applications. This, says

have to be agreed by both employees

the business and for the individual, it’s

Jackson, has helped reduce employers’

and managers.

not going to be a problem.”

Employers have the right to turn

anxiety. She also believes that few
mothers will request short blocks,
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Liston-Smith says SLP’s combination
of Split and Kit days and block

EY is currently rolling-out a
paternity coaching scheme, following
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its successful implementation of

Talent Keepers, suggests that managers

maternity coaching. Rattigan says this

should approach discussions about SPL

is not because of SLP – all staff are

positively and prepare to negotiate.

offered coaching so that the company’s

“Put on a really curious mindset as

approach to employees is “equitable”.

an employer rather than closing down

Later this autumn, the industrial

and being worried,” she suggests.

mediation service ACAS will publish

“Try to be honest and open from the

an SLP toolkit to help organisations

first moment.” She also recommends

prepare for the changes. In the

that employers rethink how to serve

meantime, Fletcher advises employers

fathers in the workplace better, for

to use the opportunity presented

example, by providing back-to-work

by the new legislation to conduct

coaching after long periods of SLP.

a review of all workplace policies.

Chartered Institute of Personnel and

She says HR teams should amend
references to parental policies across

Development head of public policy
Jessica Chivers: Talent Keepers

Ben Willmott says employers should

work handbooks and intranets and

start preparing for April, but not

advises that they train managers on

expect to be “deluged by a wave of

how to answer employees’ questions.
She also cautions firms to remember
other forthcoming polices, such as the
right for parents to take time off for
antenatal appointments that began
on 1 October and changes to adoption
leave and pay that begin in April.
Jessica Chivers, managing director

“Put on a really
curious mindset as
an employer rather
than closing down
and being worried”

of employee engagement adviser

flexible working news, views and best practice

For the latest
developments on
shared parental
leave register for
free monthly news

requests”.
“SPL is a positive change which
hopefully over time can support a
culture change where men are more
likely to take an active role in the
caring of their children in the first
year,” he says. “It’s the right direction
in terms of policy, but it’s going to be
one of those slow-burn changes.”

Learning and Development from the UK’s leading
Work-Life organisation delivered where and when
you need it…

TM

Quickbite Seminars
and Webinars
QuickbitesTM from Working Families are a
cost and time-effective learning experience
for managers and all employees with family
responsibilities. Ideal for lunchtime or
breakfast seminars, the QuickbitesTM are also
available as interactive anytime webinars.
Each QuickbiteTM is based on in depth
research and more than 30 years experience
that will enable managers and working
parents and carers to work more effectively.

“Working Families provides
inspirational thoughtleadership on all aspects of
how organisations and
working families can thrive.”
Cary Cooper CBE, Lancaster
University Management
School`

Each session can be delivered individually or in a selected
series for a complete development program. They can be
tailored for your organisation to ensure alignment and
support to business strategy and existing employee
development plans and training.
Additional Masterclasses on a variety of business subjects
are run and advertised separately. Specific bespoke sessions
can be written and developed as required to fit with
organisational needs or to assist with employee
communication.
We can deliver at anytime of the day to fit with business
and individual commitments and needs.

Contact us to find out how we
can help you 020 7253 7243
www..workingfamilies..org..uk

COLLABORATION
SPECIAL REPORT
WELCOME to the technology special report, sponsored by videoconferencing specialist Lifesize.
More businesses are wrestling
with the communication issues
thrown up by dispersed teams.
This isn’t just about working

remotely, it’s a global business
trend. New ways of working
require new ways of communicating. See over for our in-depth
report, download the free guide
and try Lifesize for free.
Heather Greig-Smith, editor

Cloud’s bright future
or most, the benefits of cloud

F

In talking to existing and potential

computing are compelling. A

customers, it is clear there is a flexible

recent Frost and Sullivan survey

working polarisation: on the one side

asked what was “very important” in

are people who are already doing it and

making a decision to move to the cloud.

can’t understand what the fuss is about;

Improving IT flexibility/agility was top

others avoid it at all costs.

of the list, with faster service delivery,

Businesses dispersed over many

reduced costs, business continuity and

offices and countries have a specific

reduced maintenance not far behind.

set of issues. They need to meet

Most of these criteria have not

colleagues around the word, often at

changed from the requirements of 15

unsociable times, and travelling may

years ago, though speed and agility

not be an option. Meeting room-based

have become more important. The

video technology works for day-to-day

ability to change our thinking and

business, but organisations also need

out-dated management practices will

the flexibility to connect anywhere and

define how we will grow and succeed

at any time.

in business in the future: if you are

Unshackling employees from a

the interpersonal feel of being in the
office. A cloud service that links into

doing the same things in 10 years that

physical office and allowing them to do

their existing meeting room experience

you are today, you’ll be left behind.

business from home or elsewhere can

helps everyone feel connected and

Our customers are tackling these

be transformational. Even traditional

productive while keeping costs down.
People and organisations are

issues. Flexible working is not about

City companies are questioning the

technology or company culture, but

sense of paying prime London rents

thinking about work not as a place they

outcomes. Sir Richard Branson made

and giving a desk to everyone. At the

come into every day, but as a group of

headlines for letting Virgin staff take as

same time, commuting times have

tasks and functions they perform to

much holiday as they want – inspired

risen, putting pressure on employees.

deliver positive outcomes. The location

by the Netflix example. Netflix, a

One insurance firm we work with

is less important now than it’s ever

Lifesize customer, experienced a rise

wanted to take a team-working

been and there is greater acceptance

in morale, creativity and productivity

approach that allowed more flexible

that we need to be more flexible in

when it took a new approach.

hours and locations but without losing

today’s changing world.

GUIDE TO CLOUD
VIDEO CONFERENCING

FREE
www.businessmagazine.com

Readers of Flexible Boss can access a free
guide to using cloud video services, including
tips on what to look for and how to choose
a provider. Click here for your copy.
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Work
recalibrated
SEARCHING FOR INFORMATION IN AN EMAIL THREAD CAN TAKE AGES, TRYING TO
INTERPRET NUANCES OVER THE PHONE IS NO REPLACEMENT FOR BEING ABLE TO
SEE TEAM MEMBERS, AND SITTING ON YOUR OWN FOR DAYS ON END IS ISOLATING.
CAN TEAMS REALLY WORK EFFECTIVELY FROM AFAR, ASKS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

A

n employee arrives at work

chat, file sharing, collaboration tools

remote workers either. Jon Mell, social

a little bleary-eyed in the

and enterprise social networking, it

business leader for the UK & Ireland at

morning, gets a coffee

can be hard to untangle the benefits

tech giant IBM, points out that working

and chats to co-workers about the

and work out which to use and when.

in the same place as your whole team

weekend, sharing some perspectives

But we need to. Donald McLaughlin,

is becoming rarer. “Even if you’re

on a new project and asking for their

director of collaboration sales for

in the office, in some ways you are

input. It’s a great start to the day. But

the UK & Ireland at technology

working remotely,” he says. “It’s not

the characters in this scenario are

multinational Cisco, says that by next

just a working from home thing – it’s

not necessarily in an office together.

year the number of mobile workers is

a global trend in terms of not being

One could be in a coffee shop near

expected to reach 1bn across the globe

physically located together.”

her home, two of her colleagues 300

– nearly 40% of the workforce.

miles away in a co-working space, and

He adds that getting collaboration

David Dunbar, head of Advise
Anywhere, BT Advise UK, agrees,

another could be in San Francisco and

right is key to competitiveness. “If

noting that individuals who are

about to go to bed. Idealism or reality?

people feel they can work in their

working as a single unit in a large

It depends who you ask.

own way, you get a much higher level

office often feel more left out. “What

of performance and productivity out

we have to try and do with a disparate

of them.”

team is nail down those coffee

The options for businesses to
communicate are expanding. From
audio conferencing to video versions,
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Disparate teams are not just about

machine moments and spontaneity.”
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collaboration boost created by the

Research by Gartner also
highlights that mobile options are

proliferation of consumer tools. “Many

increasing inside the workplace,

of the new wave of products are by-

with some retailers replacing tills

products of ways for consumers to

with roaming floor clerks holding

connect with each other,” he says. This

tablets, and workers using tablet

includes social networking and chat

technology on the factory floor.

tools such as WhatsApp, which are
increasingly finding their counterparts

Total rethink

in enterprise. “In the business world
we’re seeing more and more solutions

Embracing technologies that enable

that take advantage of consumer

disparate teams to communicate

adoption and comfort with new ways

effectively is not only about

of connecting.”
Business tools, he says, need to

replicating or replacing face-to-face,
nine-to-five activity: organisations

Jon Mell: IBM

tools to connect the workforce are
also taking steps into a different way
of working.
“It’s not that we’re taking old ways
of working and replicating them,”
confirms Mell. “We’re actually rethinking how work gets done.”
IBM’s ‘Smarter Workforce’
approach includes an active and
powerful enterprise social network

focus on the user experience rather
than the corporate buyer. “If the end

that truly understand and deploy

“The Millennials
come into work
seeing email as
something their
parents did. They
are tech savvy”

user doesn’t adopt the tool, there is no
return on investment.”
Dunbar agrees. “It’s about
understanding the ways that people
are working and equipping them for
that way of working instead of a vague
high standard. A lot of organisations
are investing in collaboration
technologies but if everyone still
works in a traditional way, then that
investment doesn’t have a return.”

that connects 430,000 geographically
diverse employees, allowing them to

Head into the cloud

share content and experiences. “The

and Hipchat – two collaborative tools

key is that it is not a file share, it’s a

for teams that offer a combination

social platform organised around a

of audio, video, screen sharing and

The proliferation of collaboration and

person. All you have to remember is

group chat. Projects are trackable

communication tools is made possible

the person who gave a presentation

and all information is stored in one

by cloud technology. Many providers

and it is easy to find,” he says.

place rather than “being lost in a sea

offer their basic plans for free. Andrew

of emails”. He says most firms still

Millard is marketing director of Citrix,

tools to work is that it drastically

operate desktop file sharing and email

which offers collaboration products

expands reach. A colleague in one

conversation, which is “fragmented and

such as GoToMeeting, ShareFile and

of the smallest IBM communities,

not easily searchable and accessible”.

Podio. He says: “Things became far

Mell’s experience of using social

Puerto Rico, has presentations that

Inevitably, technology teams are

simpler to use and employees are a bit

have been downloaded over 2,500

the ones taking a lead in finding

more demanding about using software

times and is often called on to fly

alternatives. “Tech teams and software

that works for them. They are starting

to high level customer meetings

teams are usually at the forefront

to make their own decisions.”

as a result. IBM also has a social

not only of adopting new tools and

community for new hires that cut

solutions but also new ways of

with free consumer tools such as

attrition rates in the first 90 days

collaborating,” says de Albergaria. He

Skype or Google Hangouts and look for

from mid-teens to single digits,

says non-technical teams are starting

bespoke business products when they

realising tremendous cost savings.

to use such tools, but the scope for

come to rely on them.

Few companies are approaching

expansion is enormous. “We’re just

Millard adds that users may start

Dunbar, however, is sceptical about

this level of sophistication and

scratching the surface. We are seeing a

free tools being the answer, arguing

comfort with collaborative tools.

much higher rate of adoption by non-

that they differ from paid tools in

Bernardo de Albergaria is vice-

technical teams but the vast majority

terms of quality, predictability and

president and general manager of

are still using email as their only way

evolutionary power. “Nothing is for

the collaboration product group at

of collaborating and communicating.”

nothing: there will be a cost at some

Atlassian, which includes Confluence

www.flexibleboss.com
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as communication is predominately
visual, a verbal conversation does not
create any intimacy or build personal
relationships,” he says.
Millard also believes video is more
effective in linking teams than solely
using audio. “We need to build up that
trust and confidence in each other,”
he says. “We need to have face to face.
Not every day, but you need to ensure
that’s part of your mix.”

Common mistakes
Firms that want to embed technology
and collaborative tools need to ensure
they have the right culture to adapt
to them. “The biggest problem is that
most companies manage remote
workers in the same way they manage

“Some collaboration tools are more like
a game of chess than a team sport”

people who come into the office every
day,” says Wright. “They are hiring the
wrong people. They don’t understand
what the employee really does and
what makes them tick.
“We are in a much better place to be

a professional company, do you really

having a big summit you have shorter,

able to collaborate remotely than we

want to ask your customers to come to

more frequent updates,” says Smith.

have ever been. The most successful

a site that is advertising something?”

IBM’s Mell adds that clients have cut

businesses that use our solution are

the time it takes to get a product to

ones that have a very high level of

market by a third, saving time by

executive sponsorship – if you don’t

not flying people around to have

have that, it’s tough.”

Camera ready
Video is a tool many are now deploying
to engage with their disparate teams.

conversations.
Not everyone is convinced video is

McLaughlin agrees that technology
can embed flexibility in organisations

Cisco chief executive Phil Smith says

the answer. Greg Wright, managing

as long as they first address culture

the technology is reducing travel and

director of Europe, the Middle East

change. He says: “The technology

changing the way work is done. “In

and Africa for project management

won’t change working if you don’t

the past if we wanted a substantive

tool provider At Task, likens it to

want it to change. People tend to take

meeting we needed to have people in

“patting your head and rubbing

to this much more readily early in

the room, but the sort of technology

your belly” – not yet a natural way to

their careers because they are using it

available now really changes things.”

work because the technology is not

in their personal lives. Organisations

advanced enough. “It might change in

that have that demographic move

Jabber and WebEx, banned travel for

5-10 years but we’re not there yet,” he

forward much more quickly.”

internal meetings and saved $500m

says. Dunbar adds that audio is more

(£310m) in airfares in the first year. “It

popular in the teams he works with

workforce are far more comfortable

changed my life,” adds Smith. “I used

because it can be deployed so easily

with technology, mobile, chat and

to go to the US 10 or 12 times a year –

and workers can be anywhere.

video than their predecessors. They

Cisco, whose products include

I go maybe once a year now.”

Andy Nolan, sales director at video

‘Millennial’ workers coming into the

expect to work in a mobile way and if

conferencing provider Lifesize, says it

they are not provided with the right

by-product of using video for meetings

is often culture rather than technology

tools they’ll go out and find them.

instead of travel is that teams get in

holding organisations back and

touch more frequently, not waiting for

connections are more meaningful

seeing email as something their

face-to-face contact. “We have changed

when they are visual. “It’s clearly

parents did and they’re tech savvy,”

the way we do meetings; rather than

impractical to travel all the time and

says Mell. “FaceTime (video) is the

As well as improving quality of life, a
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norm – these people are going to find

There is an onus on the manager to

that a much more natural way of

deliberately bring people together,

working. They may actually find the

through video or other ways, so that

traditional way of working a bit weird.

people feel included and involved.”

They will have the skills to sign up for

Team events also take on much greater

a cloud service themselves if IT doesn’t

significance as they are a chance to

provide it.”

meet in person and forge connections

Nolan agrees but says older workers

that will be continued virtually.

tend to become comfortable with
technology once they have used it a

4) Measure: Mell says it is vital to

few times: “It is important that the

measure engagement – something

technology is very user friendly as bad

companies tend to do haphazardly.

experiences turn people away.”

He gives the example of construction

The potential for collaborative tools
to change the working landscape

machinery manufacturer Caterpillar,
Andrew Millard: Citrix

is huge. De Albergaria predicts the
tools will evolve further. “There is
going to be much better specialisation
of this based on your industry,” he
says. That means collaboration tools
for particular verticals and tools
that adapt to use – either by manual
intervention or by morphing as they
are used.
Accessible and affordable services
have democratised the process and

where high levels of engagement have
been linked to a third fewer accidents

“We often have
advocates in
a team, rather
than expecting
everyone to learn
how to use it”

in plants. Other examples include 20%
higher revenue in stores where the
manager is highly engaged.
5) Think mobile: Make sure tools are
mobile-based and integrate into the
work you do. “More and more, it’s the
ability to be able to access any files,
comment and look up an expert on the
go that are important,” says Mell. “If

converts believe it will be pervasive.

you’re a sales person in the field, the

“You can have collaboration for

ability to look things up on your phone

everyone instead of being limited to a
telepresence suite,” says McLaughlin.
“It’s much more affordable and

is invaluable.”
and when the team is comfortable

De Albergaria agrees that the mobile

you can look into tools that are more

component is going to continue to

the user experience is much more

full-featured and integrate with other

grow in importance. “The constraints

enjoyable. I suspect there are

things.” Wright agrees: “You don’t

placed on users and developers by the

organisations out there that don’t

need to convert 35,000 employees to a

small screen forces you to get to the

understand this at all, but they are

tool overnight. Start small, get the win

essence of what a tool should do. The

probably losing out in terms of

and when people start hearing about

drive for simplicity forced by mobile is

productivity and efficiency.”

that it starts to spread. We call it ‘land

altering how we design.”

and expand’.”

TOP TIPS FOR SUCCESS

Jack Santos, research vice-president
at IT research and advisory firm

2) Find advocates: Millard says it is

Gartner, says IT departments have

“Some collaboration tools are more

important to lead people into using the

had endless debates on whether

like a game of chess than a team

tools. “We often have advocates in a

smartphones and tablets would

sport,” says Dunbar. So how to

team, rather than expecting everyone

replace desktops and laptops. “Those

navigate the minefield?

to learn how to use it. You have

debates are over. The market is

someone to lead the way and decide

speaking, and it is clear that most

how far to take hold of a certain tool.”

organisations will have to support a

1) Start small: De Albergaria advises

mix of all of the above, but the mobile-

companies not to try and do too much

only user will predominate.”

at once. “When you try and do too

3) Communicate: McLaughlin

many things with one tool you’re

advises managers to focus on

probably not doing all the things very

forging connections. “Plan on over-

6) Be strategic: McLaughlin advises

well and it complicates the experience.

communicating rather than under-

a considered approach. “There’s lots

Start with a tool that’s very simple and

communicating in the early days.

of options out there in the market.

does the main thing you want to solve

When you have disparate teams,

We would encourage companies to

really well. That ensures adoption

people can feel remote and left out.

take an architectural approach to this,

www.flexibleboss.com
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TECHNOLOGY

“Mobile and remote work, once feared to be a slippery slope to
less work, can be a slippery slope to overwork and burnout”
building some functions first and then

that become unhealthy and cannot be

who will struggle to share information.

deciding what they want to achieve.

remedied by walking into a next door

“In the old days they would have had

When you grab things from here, there

office to talk it through. He advises

things locked away in a filing cabinet.

and everywhere it becomes difficult to

clear goal setting, regular one-on-one

Now they have them locked away on

join things up. Take a more considered

online meetings, and an awareness

their hard drive or squirrelled away in

approach.”

of the etiquette of different modes

their inbox.

Danny Golding, director of

of communication, for example

“If you’re going to use a tool to share

consultancy Work Out Loud, says it

distractions on audio calls and video

information, you have to make sure

is important to start with how you

conferencing.

the information goes on that tool.”

want to work effectively as a business,

“Mobility carries with it increased

instead of with the technology. “What

responsibility and awareness for

10) Plan conference calls: It is vital

happens too often is that someone sees

self-management, especially in areas

that all parties stick to an agenda,

a whizzy bit of software and goes out

of time management and workload,”

says Robert Gorby, marketing

and gets it, but they don’t really know

he says. “Mobile and remote work,

director for conference call specialist

what they need it for.”

once feared to be a slippery slope to

Powwownow.co.uk. “Too many calls

less work, can be a slippery slope to

lack focus and lead to the key topics

7) Don’t panic: “There’s all sorts of

overwork and burnout. Prioritising,

not being covered. This agenda should

wonderful stuff out there and some of

time management and discussions

allow time for each member of the

it will evolve into useful things,” says

with peers are a significant part of

meeting to succinctly say their piece,

Dunbar. “But sharing voice, desktop,

the work-life balance equation that

without wasting the group’s time.”

files and being able to reach out to

becomes the core of a mobile regime.”

He adds that punctuality is crucial
to avoid the frustration of multiple

a wider audience are still the basic
things. Ideally you need a spectrum of

9) Take everyone with you: Golding

greetings. “Although it’s tempting to

tools that merge into each other.”

says people who struggle to get to grips

just ‘jump’ on a call, adequate planning

with a tool may stay silent if they feel

and organisation is key to ensuring

8) Set behaviour expectations:

everyone else is moving on. “They may

that a meeting’s objectives are met

Santos says managers must be aware

need coaching and support.”

and people don’t wake or stay up in all

of conversations and disagreements
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He adds that, equally, there are some

corners of the globe for no benefit.”
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PARTNER
OPINION

Unlimited
leave is
no picnic
Sarah Jackson, chief executive
Working Families

F

lexible working has

and the importance for

that planning holiday can

revolutionised how,

wellbeing of employees

be divisive for most teams.

where and when we

taking at least the statutory

Whereas negotiation

minimum amount of leave.

and agreement may work

all do our jobs,” Richard
Branson asserted a few

fine for distribution of

weeks ago. “So, if working

Time away from the

work and agreeing flexible

nine to five no longer

office reduces stress and

work patterns, it can be

applies, why should strict

improves health and

incredibly hard for team

annual leave policies?”

wellbeing. A study by

members to say no to each

Nuffield Health in 2013

other when discussing

that, with the boundaries

showed how holidays

holiday requirements.

between work and home

helped workers reduce

Parents will frequently

life blurred by advances in

their blood pressure,

want or need to take time

communication technology,

improve their sleep and

away exclusively in the

employers are “no longer

manage their stress levels.

school holidays, which

He went on to explain

The study claimed that

It is essential for the

can cause ill-feeling when

health and well-being of all

employees’ total time on

on holiday our resilience

everyone is bidding for the

staff that holidays are well

the job.” So, under what he

to stress increases, helping

same few weeks each year.

managed. A flexible boss

refers to as a ‘non-policy’,

lay the foundations for

170 Virgin head office
executives are now free

able to accurately track

In small teams it is harder

running a flexible business

improved productivity at

to negotiate holidays which

might well wish to emulate

work, better energy levels

ensure that business and

the Virgin example, but do

to take as much holiday as

and, ultimately, happiness.

personal needs are met.

so with caution.

they like, when they like,

It also found that a third of

The impact of long periods

and with “no need to ask

workers did not take their

of leave can be high.

for prior approval”.

full entitlement each year.

Unlimited holiday

Virgin executives can

No matter the size of

Ensure everyone knows
that they not only can, but
must, take at least their

the firm, managers should

statutory minimum annual

entitlement sounds like

take holiday whenever

encourage staff to think

leave. And ensure there is

a logical extension of

they choose, so long as they

about leave requirements

support in place to manage

flexible working, but there

“feel 100% comfortable that

early. There should be a

any difficult conversations

is no doubt that, even for

they and their team are up

fair and equitable policy for

about who takes time off

senior executives, there are

to date on every project

agreeing leave that teams

and when. Thereafter,

risks associated with this

and their absence will not

are well aware of – and

if the policy is “take as

approach – not least the

damage the business”.

people need to accept that

much as you like, as long

sometimes it won’t be their

as the work gets done” –

turn to get half term off.

wonderful!

arduous task of tackling
presenteeism culture

24

Holiday is important.

“It can be
hard for team
members to
say no to each
other when
discussing
holiday”
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This is the sting in the
tail, because the reality is
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PARTNER
OPINION

Divide to
conquer
workload
Sara Hill, chief executive
Capability Jane

T

he world of work is

to job sharing as a working

same skill sets and are

changing. Enabling

option that enables the

interchangeable. The only

part-time working

desired reduced hours

thing that may be divided

is proving to be one of the

working while providing

is how the job gets done,

next biggest strategic talent

round-the-clock cover that

for example by time or

imperatives.

is so vital in today’s global

geographical time zones.

Workforce data shows
the demand for part-time

marketplace.
In September 2010

Job share split: A “job

“Job sharing
is not an alien
concept and is
actually widely
practiced – its
just not called
job sharing”

working patterns spans

we launched The Job

split” job share is where

age, gender, and employee

Share Project, a research

the role is divided into two.

demographic groups.

programme investigating

The individuals still work

However, while there

the feasibility and best

closely together – they have

is a clear business case

practice examples of job

the same overall business

for enabling part-time

sharing with an emphasis

objectives, which can only

options in key commercial

on transactional, leadership

be achieved by combining

and is actually practiced

and senior roles, global

and client-facing roles in

the outputs of the two roles

widely across most of our

corporations can find it

global organisations.

– but the job is divided into

organisations. It’s just not

two part-time roles.

called job sharing – and it is

nearly impossible to agree

During our research, we

practical reduced hour

identified that most roles

working solutions that

could work on a job share

Hybrid job share: This

are commercially viable

basis and that the options

involves two people of

up their roles to allow

and workable for the

go beyond the pure job

equal level of experience

for developmental

individual.

share arrangements that

and capabilities, who take

opportunities; line

not always part-time.
We see leaders dividing

are synonymous with the

joint responsibility and

managers sharing with

the part-time conundrum,

term. There are a multitude

accountability for the role,

team members; employees

stuck between a rock

of ways to design a job

but because of the nature

splitting their roles to be

and a hard place, with

share, typically falling into

of their experience and

able to work on strategic

34% of experienced hires

three categories:

seniority, are more likely to

projects; collaborative

specialise in line with core

working; ‘sharing

strengths and expertise.

workload’ and ‘covering’

So we find ourselves in

interested in working parttime but only 2% of roles

Pure job share: This is job

in the marketplace open to

sharing as we know it – an

part-time working.

arrangement where one

One of the biggest findings

office. If we start to see that

job happens to be done

from our work is that

we are actually doing this

a number of progressive

by two or more people.

job sharing is really not

every day, it becomes more

organisations have turned

The partners have the

such an alien concept

achievable and realistic.

Over the past few years

www.flexibleboss.com

each other when out of
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LEGAL
OPINION

Changing a
Millennial
mindset
Tina Wisener, partner
Doyle Clayton Solicitors

E

mployees in their 20s

Employers need to

awareness training. This

and early 30s have

consider how best to

focuses on workplace

the most negative

manage Generation Y and

relationship issues, such

attitude towards older

secure a change of attitude.

as dignity at work, mutual

co-workers and those who

The obvious solution is

respect and appreciation of

work flexibly, believing that

to take steps to embed a

differences;

colleagues’ ability to work

culture of equality into

• Develop a recruitment

flexibly comes at their own

management processes and

and promotion strategy

expense, according to new

policies. Through training,

that promotes workplace

research by employment

assessment and mentoring,

diversity and flexibility;

law firm Doyle Clayton.

employers can ensure that

• Demonstrate support

Generation Y employees not

for flexible working, by

so-called Generation Y, or

only understand the laws

publicising the benefits for

the Millennial Generation,

on discrimination but also

both business and staff;

revealed in our Age Before

appreciate the business

• Encourage older, more

they are more attuned to

Beauty? report are of

benefits of a flexible

experienced workers to

gender equality issues than

concern. Not only does the

workforce. To achieve this,

mentor and coach the

older colleagues, and those

age group make up a large

employers should:

younger generation.

managing Millennials need

The attitudes of the

element of the workforce,

26

“Generation Y’s
views of what
is unacceptable
work banter
may differ
from older
colleagues”

to take note: Generation Y’s

they are also the public

• Ensure that they have up-

Not only will this help

views on what constitutes

face of many organisations,

to-date equal opportunities

address the problem, it also

unacceptable workplace

often holding supervisory

policies in place, which are

helps employers establish a

banter, for example, may

and junior management

reviewed regularly and

defence to a discrimination

differ from those of their

roles and being involved

implemented throughout

claim, showing they took

older colleagues. Managers

in recruitment and

the business;

steps to prevent it.

need to be aware of this so

promotion. If such a

• Train staff in diversity

mindset manifests itself

issues, ensuring they are

discriminatory attitude to

problems and deal with

in decision-making and

aware of company policies

older, part-time and home

them before they escalate.

appraisal of staff, this

and the implications of

workers, when it comes

may expose employers to

failing to follow them;

to sex discrimination,

ensure the reasons behind

discrimination claims and

• Provide specialised

Generation Y employees are

decisions on promotions

thwart company initiatives

training for those involved

the most likely to consider

and pay rises are explained

to get the most out of older

in recruitment, appraisals

that they have experienced

and documented clearly,

workers, working mothers

and promotions;

it. Whether or not this is

to prevent assumptions of

and home workers.

• Consider diversity

actually the case, it suggests

discrimination.
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Surprisingly, given their

that they identify potential

Managers should also
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OPINION

Dreaming
of gender
equality
Ben Black, Director
My Family Care

I

dream of a world

- 11% hadn’t started the

a career then the path to

where flexibility is a

process yet. If you’re

the top remains longer and

given; where everyone

somewhere in between you

more complicated.

is judged on performance
rather then presenteeism;

are in the majority.
Communication will be

Can that ever change?
The answer is possibly and

where successful careers

absolutely key. Ensuring

SPL might be the start. For

and involved parenting go

mangers are up to speed

real change to happen men

hand in hand; and where

has become the main

need to hold their hands

gender is no barrier to

concern (34%). But the

up and be recognised as

success. No, I’m not mad

important point is that

dads. Childcare will always

and it all starts with shared

employers across the board

be an obstacle to success

parental leave. Yes, really...

“Talent will
become
the main
ingredient of
success rather
than time or
ambition”

are now embracing the

but it needs to represent

SPL is definitely coming.

concept. The discussion is

the same sized obstacle

Everyone is interested. Lots

starting to move on from

to a man as a woman. It’s

of employers are starting

“what do we do” to “what

difficult to name a single

understanding of family

to get their heads round it.

opportunities does SPL

male leader who is as feted

and work boundaries

The lawyers are wallowing

represent”?

for his parenting as well as

is already completely

his commercial nous.

different. SPL reinforces

in the technicalities.
In May 2014 we ran a

Careers are still more
difficult for talented

A few trailblazing

what the next wave of

poll: how concerned are

women than talented

employers have already

you about what SPL will

men. Yes, there is loads of

run programmes

mean for your business?

great work that goes on.

specifically for dads – P&G

being recognised as dads

A whopping 75% of

Everyone is aware of the

and Deloitte to name a

then change might come

employers were terrified

female leadership debate

couple. But SPL will finally

quickly. True flexibility

(or at least slightly worried)

and gender diversity is

put fathers firmly on the

will only happen when

about what was coming.

recognised as a good thing

agenda for employers

everyone can talk openly

Fast forward to October

by one and all. This year

across the board. The

and equally about the split

2014 and the concerned

we’ve even had Lloyds of

papers tell you that very

between work and family.

camp has dropped to 36%.

London, Glencore and the

few fathers (less than

The workplace will become

The rest are excited.

R&A bow to the inevitable

10%) will take up SPL. Our

much more nurturing and

conclusion that making

own research suggests

talent will become the main

some other interesting

more of female talent is a

this is wrong: over 20%

ingredient of success rather

data: 30% of employers

good thing! But, whatever

are interested. Personally

than time or ambition. SPL

have finished/were close

the progress, if you want

I’m just surprised it’s not

is just the catalyst we’ve

to finishing their policies

to be a mother and have

more than that. Gen Y’s

been waiting for.

The survey threw up

www.flexibleboss.com

workers already know.
If we finally get men
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Starting from scratch
FIONA CANNON HAS LED CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE AT LLOYDS BANKING
GROUP FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS. IN A NEW ROLE AS CEO OF THE AGILE FUTURE
FORUM, SHE TELLS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE OF WORKING
LIFE NEEDS RETHINKING – AND IT WILL BENEFIT BUSINESSES AS MUCH AS STAFF

I

t’s time to admit that

was the first company to

thorny topic we really need

changes could add even

our nine to five, five

offer flexible working to

to get to the bottom of.”

greater value.

day a week model is

all employees more than

It is partly this frustration

Since the launch, which

no longer fit for purpose,

15 years ago, and this year

that has convinced Cannon

was announced in a letter

says Lloyds Banking Group

became the first to make a

the conversation needs

to The Telegraph, you would

director of diversity and

public statement on its goal

to change, along with the

be forgiven for thinking

inclusion Fiona Cannon.

of gender balance by 2020.

traditional structure of

all had gone quiet. In fact,

Until the restrictions of a

“On one level the world

working life. Now chief

behind the scenes AFF has

“19th century structure” are

has changed phenomenally,

executive of the Agile

been establishing itself as a

torn down, she believes it

for example the progress

Future Forum (AFF), she

not-for-profit, funded and

will be hard to get rid of the

made around disability and

will be splitting her Lloyds

resourced by the founder

obstacles to diversity: “Only

lesbian, gay, bisexual and

job with efforts to embrace

members. In November it

by changing the model of

transgender (LGBT) issues,”

and spread agile working

will embark on phase two

work do you remove some

she says. The number of

across UK plc.

of its drive to reposition the

of those persistent barriers

women taking senior roles,

that we keep hitting

however, is not as positive

founder employers in June

rather than individual,

up against.”

a story. “Of course we have

last year, including Lloyds,

issue. The AFF will be

many more women in the

BT, Tesco and John Lewis.

sharing its research and a

role in national policy and

workforce, but there are

Its initial report, compiled

global agility index ranking

spent the past 30 years

times when I have sat in a

by consultants at McKinsey,

the UK against other

working in diversity,

room 30 years on having

found agile working

countries.

almost 25 of which have

the same conversation.

practices offered benefits

“We all tend to do things

been at Lloyds, Cannon

The fundamental thing is

equivalent to between 3%

around the edges, flexing a

has seen and delivered

still how do you combine

and 13% of workforce costs

model to meet the needs of

many changes. Lloyds

work and home – that’s the

and more fundamental

that individual rather than

Having taken an active

AFF was launched by 22

agile agenda as a business,

saying, ‘This model doesn’t
work’,” says Cannon.

CV

“As long as it’s always

1987-89 Joins Pepperell Unit at the Industrial Society (now Work Foundation)

about individuals, it’s an

1989-90 Works in private consultancy

accommodation. We need

1990 Joins Lloyds TSB as head of diversity

to move away from the way

2009 Upon merger of Lloyds TSB and HBoS becomes group diversity & inclusion director at

we’ve approached flexible

Lloyds Banking Group

working so far.” It is for

2014 Becomes chief executive of Agile Future Forum

this reason that she and her

Other positions include:

AFF colleagues eschew the

Founder member of Employers for Childcare, Employers for Fathers, BITC Race for Opportunity

phrase ‘flexible working’

2000-2005 Commissioner at Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC)

preferring ‘agility’ as a

2001 Member of the government’s work and parents taskforce

concept that can be grasped

2005-2007 EOC deputy chair until integration into Equality and Human Rights Commission

as a business case, rather

Present: Non-executive director, Government Equalities Office

than diversity initiative.

Present: Chair of Women’s Justice Taskforce

Changing technology,
globalisation, and social

28
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and demographic changes
all mean business has
to change, she adds.
Consumers expect 24-hour
access to services such as
banking and mobile phones
and applications are used in
all aspects of life.
“We are in a completely
different space. That’s what
we have to respond to.
Our research shows that
where you do have more
agile working, the impact
on your bottom line is
really quite fundamental.
Because all the research
has been in the space of the
employee side and not on
the business side, for some
flexible working is seen as
a cost rather than a way of
operating that will make us
fit for purpose in the 21st
century and beyond.”

Keeping up with
demand
Changing working
structure is no easy task,
but Cannon believes the
time is right and the agility
agenda different from past
endeavours. Instead of an
HR-led diversity subject,
the demand is coming
from chief executives of
businesses who realise that
the world is changing and
they need to alter their
practices to keep up with
customer demand.
“We have hit a vein,
people are interested in
this and looking at ways of
increasing productivity,”
says Cannon. “I’m really
optimistic that we’ll be able
to see a shift in the way we
deal with this issue that
will create organisations
that are able to be more
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and public sector bodies

always been firmly ground-

across the UK, the tool

ed in reality as a result of

starts with a business’s

her Lloyds role. Involved

aims and strategy for the

in initiatives such as

next three to five years.

Employers for Childcare

Then it challenges leaders

and Employers for Work-

to articulate the best way

Life Balance, she describes

of resourcing that strategy

her employers as “phenom-

given a blank slate, with no

enal” for allowing her to

constraints. “Then you build

pursue a national policy

back in constraints that are

agenda that inspires her.

real constraints,” explains
Cannon.
“What we have found

“I took the decision that
the way to change the world
was as part of the establish-

is most constraints are

ment,” she says. “I continue

company-wide not country

to be interested in changing

wide. You as a business

the way the world is – that’s

then have a view on what

what drives me.

you need to achieve, what

“It’s by doing the day

you think the best way

job that you understand

of achieving it is, and

everything else. Anything

can engage with your

I help develop at national

employees and build a

policy level I would have to

portfolio to meet needs of

be able to implement.”

the business and employees.

Cannon is passionate

These tools could be quite

about changing our existing

transformational.”

model of work for the
benefit of business and

“We are all living and
working longer now. Why
couldn’t you take five years
out of your career and then
come back in? You don’t stop
being talented just because
you took five years out”

Grounded in
reality

individuals. “We are all

As well as the free tools,

five years out of your career

AFF is planning an accredi-

completely and then come

tation programme, training

back in? You don’t stop

partners around the coun-

being talented just because

try on the methodology so

you took five years out.

living and working longer
now. Why couldn’t you take

that they can provide more

“If you look at the way

in-depth support where it is

most organisations are set

needed. It is also looking to

up: nine to five, five days a

work with business schools

week, everyone commuting

to influence future leaders

to the centre of town,

and is considering a bench-

retiring at 60. That model

competitive in the global

that organisations can

marking initiative. The aim

is the thing that needs to be

marketplace. We want to

use initially to establish

is not to continue forever,

unpicked. It’s the model that

position the UK as number

their place on the agility

instead building a coalition

gets in the way.”

one on this issue.”

spectrum.

of partners that becomes

Ultimately she is

self-sustaining. “There will

optimistic that now is the

to The Telegraph over

be making its Business

come a point when we

time for widespread change

a year ago, it has been

Value Assessment tool

remove ourselves from the

to take hold. “There is real

overwhelmed by business

available on its website,

arena having shared our

demand from employers.

requests for help. That help

which is designed to help

experience and others will

That feels very different

is now coming in the form

businesses implement

pick up the mantle.”

to even where we were a

of free tools. The first is

an agile way of working.

an Agility Readiness Index

Tested on 33 companies

Since AFF wrote its letter

30
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The forum will also

Cannon’s approach to national policy initiatives has

couple of years ago.”
• agilefutureforum.co.uk
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OPINION

Mobility
must move
with times
David Dunbar
head of advise anywhere

BT Global Services

T

he mobile eco-

and coverage. One that

new problems. If your apps

system is evolving

seamlessly hands data

are on employee devices, or

at a frightening

connections between cells

staff access your network

pace. Devices have gone

so employees can wander

from their own kit, where

feral. They’ve gotten out,

around your estate and

does responsibility lie if

met their more rebellious

never miss a single packet

things go wrong? What

consumer-focused cousins

of information or even

permissions should you

and formed a new tribe.

worry about having to log

give, what responsibilities

Now, we are in a transition

onto a network. And when

do you have and are your

phase between a past

they leave your offices they

policies adequate?

where devices, data and

simply find themselves on

applications were owned

the wider mobile network

Security and management:

and controlled by the

without having to do

Irrespective of the device

enterprise and a new

anything. In a year that will

or operating system,

overlay that with campus

reality where enterprise

be commonplace.

it is easily possible to

4G over the LAN, we see

solutions will sit in a more

Even if we just consider

“The mobile
ecosystem is
evolving at a
frightening
pace. Devices
have gone feral”

make your data secure.

that fixed infrastructure is

diffuse and distributed

consumerisation and the

The blunt instrument of

vital in supporting mobile

cauldron of functionality

proliferation of 4G cells,

device management can

capacity. You have to

and ownership.

there are a number of

be refined by application

plan and implement your

emergent complexities.

management, where you

fixed infrastructure very

can dictate how each

differently.

That is only part of the
complexity. There are big
network changes ahead as

Vision and goals: As with

application behaves. You

well. Of these, 4G may be a

any complex ecosystem

could even download

What that all means is that

game-changer. Increased

the potential for blind

applications to devices

your mobility strategy has

speeds are not that exciting

alleys, costly detours and

automatically when an

to be broad, with clear

(although a 20mb download

downright confusion is

employee walks into your

milestones to take you

speed on the move isn’t to

significant. How many

office, and remove them

from where you are now to

be sneezed at) but the big

organisations have a

when they walk out again.

where you would like to be.

change is around small cell

mobility vision to lead

technology.

decision-making?

Infrastructure and

but the big danger is the

capacity: Mobile device

potential to be completely

Imagine a public mobile

Tariffs are important,

network that sits within

People and processes:

users actually consume

wrong-footed by not fully

your premises as part of

People are the single

more data, and content

appreciating the complexity

your LAN infrastructure,

biggest variable. In the new

in the cloud will see that

and opportunity that

letting you control quality

mobility space you have

demand increase. If we

mobility now offers.
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Sharing our spaces
MANY COMPANIES ARE EMBRACING THE FREEDOM AND CONVENIENCE OFFERED
BY GYM MEMBERSHIP-STYLE, PAY-AS-YOU-GO CO-WORKING SPACES. NOT BEING
TIED TO A FIXED LOCATION OFFICE THAT REQUIRES EXPENSIVE MAINTENANCE
CAN BE GOOD FOR BUSINESS, FINDS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

A

s organisations open their eyes to
more flexible ways of working,
it is unsurprising that traditional

ways of using office space come into
question. Property is a tangible and
significant business cost and in recent
years the number of providers offering
to reduce that burden and increase
convenience has risen.
For example, many now offer access
to co-working space on a flexible,
gym membership-style basis. Figures
published by the Greater London
Authority in September showed there
are now 150 open workspaces across
London, more than half of which were
established in the past two years. Nearly
4,000 small businesses are using these
spaces at any one time.
Yet providers such as Regus point out
that the use of co-working spaces is not
solely the preserve of small businesses
and sole traders. “Enquiry rates for our
flexible workspace are at an all-time
high, as employers move away from
traditional notions of ‘the office’ and
move towards more modern, lower cost
and productive ways of working,” says
Regus UK managing director Steve Purdy.
“Increasingly, corporate teams are
distributed, in other words working
in various different locations. In fact,
we know that over two fifths of UK
professionals now work outside of their
‘main office’ for at least half the week.
Employers are coming to us to take out
memberships so that their remote staff
can work from our workspace, wherever
they are, rather than having to rely on
working from home or public places.”
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“Enquiry rates are at an all-time high as employers move
away from traditional notions of ‘the office’ and move towards
more modern, lower cost, more productive ways of working”

community allow our start-ups to focus

buildings in fringe London locations,

do not have full-time space with the

on developing their businesses and

eight of which offer co-working space

company. Instead they opt for pay-as-

product, rather than dealing with the

on a ‘gym membership’ model (pictured

you-go, part-time, co-working or multi-

distractions of managing a workplace.”

below). It is adding to its portfolio, with a

Purdy says most Regus customers

location spaces (pictured left, bottom).

Techspace (pictured overleaf) is part

further three Club Workspace locations

of East London Tech City, a cluster of

planned. It has around 400 individual

to particular verticals, with experts

technology businesses supported by

members paying on average £200 a

predicting a rise in hubs offering access

publicly-funded organisation Tech City

month to use the highly flexible space

to specialist equipment such as scientific

UK. Juliette Morgan, head of property

and all of the co-working spaces share

labs and 3D printers. In September,

for Tech City UK, says: “Co-working is

buildings with established businesses,

co-working office provider Techspace

the ideal solution for post-seed start-

allowing fixed occupiers and flexible

London announced it was expanding by

ups. Techspace fills a gap for these

workers to mix and network.

20%, adding a third East End location to

technology companies who need office

its portfolio. It now provides 15,000sq ft

infrastructure with flexible, short-term

are small businesses and start-ups, he

of offices in the east of the city, home to

leases, to empower them to grow and

says. “We’re not seeing too much demand

200 co-workers from technology firms.

expand quickly.”

from large businesses but there are

Many co-working spaces now cater

The majority of Club Workspace users

While some are focusing on particular

other co-working spaces in the centre of

company, says: “Co-working has already

areas of business, others see the diversity

London which might be seeing demand

experienced huge growth in the past few

found in their co-working spaces as a

for overflow space.”

years. Technology start-ups are in need

key selling point, with businesses able to

However, he adds that changing work

of a plug and play office solution that

cross-fertilise and expand more rapidly.

practices mean “you can anticipate a time

Alex Rabarts, co-founder of the

can offer the support and infrastructure
they need to grow. The facilities and

www.flexibleboss.com
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when people only go to the office twice

at Workspace Group plc, which has 90

a week and work from a local co-office
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growth. She says the flexible space
sector as a whole occupies more than
70 million sq ft and generates income of
around £2bn in the UK. The BCA is due
to publish figures on the industry shortly
so Brooke will only say that growth is
“exponential”.
Speaking for Workspace Group,
Pieroni says it has grown by 25%-35%
over the past year, opening more centres
and sustaining price levels.
Tom Ball, chief executive of Neardesk,
envisages a future when co-working will
be more widespread. “We think the mass
market will be when everyone works
near home part of the time (with at home
being just one example of that). When
that happens, we will need co-working
and hot-desking locations where people

“People wrongly assume commuting is
a London/South-East England problem”

live not just in city centres,” he says.
“People wrongly assume that commuting
is a London/ South-East England
problem, but it affects the whole country.
The national average commute is 8.5
hours per week – most of it via car.”
Neardesk offers pay-as-you-go

space the rest of the time. We’re not going

– setting their wifi up, logging that they

workspace at its network of flexible

to have fixed phones and computers for

are in the building and logging them for

working locations (pictured first page,

much longer. You’re not going to have

account,” he adds. “You have to have

top). “We think going to your main

storage for much longer either – it will all

business grade wifi – often people come

company office will always be important,

be in the cloud.”

and test our wifi before they join.”

but we do not believe everyone will do

Pieroni says the market for co-working

it all day every day,” says Ball. He adds

is still establishing itself and it has to

disaggregate, with top end, luxury

that there is no ‘right answer’ and, like

facilitate constant change. The flexibility

offerings taking on the feel of members

restaurants and hotels, different spaces

is valued by businesses – his company

clubs; cheap ‘pop-up’ spaces at the

will suit different people and situations.

has at times suggested to expanding

bottom end; and a swathe of professional

businesses that they have reached a stage

middle options in between. The

business lounges at motorway services, is

where it would be cheaper to move into

differentiators will be the quality and

similarly upbeat about prospects outside

a fixed space but often they prefer not to.

level of IT and services provided.

the capital. “We are witnessing a strong

“They don’t want to worry about desks,

Pieroni is unsure if the market outside

Regus, which has been opening

appetite for flexible workspace across the

London will boom in the same way as it

UK and, indeed, the 104 countries where

The GLA is keen to increase the

is based on “commuting displacement”

we operate. It is clear it’s not just a fad; it’s

number of open workspaces across

and the need for parking facilities may

a new way of working that’s here to stay.”

the capital and is drawing up plans to

make it tricky to locate spaces in popular

He adds: “Every day we see more

encourage local authorities to help with

places, such as vibrant high streets. “You

and more remote workers drop into

this. However, Pieroni is sceptical about

end up with co-working space in more

our business lounges as an alternative

the ability of councils to open up under-

traditional office parks. Then it’s far more

to commuting to their main office. The

used spaces for co-working without

corporate,” he says.

memberships are often purchased by

cleaning and having a fixed location.”

subsidising them. He points out that the

Jennifer Brooke, chief executive of

their employers, because they know that

co-working model is not cheap and easy

business centre trade association BCA,

their staff will be more productive than

to run, and changes frequently. “We have

agrees this kind of space is very “London

if they work at home, they will get home

changed our model a couple of times.”

centric” and that “London is a different

quicker to their families, and they will

country to the rest of the UK” with a more

appreciate the flexibility and refreshing

rapid exit from recession and far greater

change of routine.”

“When someone enters our space it
activates a number of different databases
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Robots can
reboot the
workplace
Andy Lake, director
Flexibility.co.uk

T

he world of work

at home – but often in

formal meetings online, we

is changing:

environments not entirely

need to challenge tradition

there are new

suited to the task. So we

and use the possibilities of

technologies, new forms

need to rethink how we

new technologies to work

of work organisation,

plan homes, public spaces

more effectively.

new forms of commerce,

and communities.

greater mobility, new

High streets need to

Artificial intelligence

places to work, growing

incorporate fit-for-purpose

Robots are performing

impacts from robotics and

places where people can

increasingly sophisticated

artificial intelligence, and

work on an ‘as needed’

tasks in laboratories,

an increasing desire in the

basis – co-working centres

factories and hospitals.

workforce to have more

or workhubs, and multi-

This is spreading to clerical

control over working life.

purpose spaces that enable

and administrative tasks,

us to touch-down and work.

leading to a ‘hollowing out’

So what will work be like
in 10 years’ time? In our

“Within the
shrinking
office, desks
will give way
to spaces for
face-to-face
collaborations”

of the workforce, as many

shrinking office, desks

report It’s Work But Not As

Collaboration

clerical and process jobs

will give way to spaces

We Know It, we look at the

The tools exist for low cost

are replaced.

designed for face-to-face

range of dynamic changes

and effective conferencing,

Instead, higher skilled

that are transforming

and more immersive forms

and technically creative

employment – the impacts

of online collaboration

roles are in demand to

to education that recognises

of which will ripple out

are on the way: 3D video

develop capabilities in the

these changes, and a new

beyond the workplace.

communications and

new technologies. Skilled

approach to supporting and

‘holopresence’ are arriving,

technicians are needed to

encouraging enterprise.

Work is everywhere

and prices will drop fast

maintain automated and

Around 70% of start-ups

The office is no longer just

over the next five years as

intelligent systems. Most

begin life at home – and

a place; it also exists online.

consumer level applications

of these roles can be done

most want to stay there.

The boundaries between

come into the market.

from anywhere.

job activity and rest-of-life

As well as connecting

What it all adds up to is

collaborations.
We need a new approach

What is needed most of
all, though, is to move away

activities are blurring –

virtually, we will interact

a world with new spatial

from seeing virtual, flexible

especially when we use the

more with systems and

relationships around work,

and home-based working

same devices and spaces

objects that support work

home-life, education and

as exceptions. Then the

for both. But the multiple

or other aspects of our

leisure. The domination

role of ‘the workplace’ can

spaces we use for work are

daily lives. Virtuality will

of ‘the office’ as a physical

enter a more imaginative,

not optimised for working.

become normal. Instead of

place that defines working

enterprising and liberating

We work on trains, in cafes,

trying to replicate old-style

will end, and within the

phase.
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THE JOB
SHARE

Blazing a trail
FOR TWO GE CAPITAL STAFFERS, BEING THE FIRST SENIOR JOB SHARERS IN THEIR
PART OF THE BUSINESS IS INSPIRING OTHERS. BY HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

T

he phrase ‘let it go’ may now be

there was no proxy of our level in the

inextricably linked with Disney

business to look at,” says Ainsley. “We

from the beginning. “There was

film Frozen, but for job share

have been blazing a trail in our part of

nothing that ever felt like a roadblock

GE Capital.”

or having to actively convince the

partners Alix Ainsley (below, left) and
Charlotte Cherry it has been their

Their success is inspiring other parts

The company has been supportive

organisation,” says Ainsley. She

motto since they joined forces in April

of the business to look at job sharing

adds that the job share is a learning

2013. “In the early days we used it if

as a solution to female retention and

experience and development

one of us was worried about handing

development. “In January there was

opportunity. “I have learnt from

something over,” laughs Ainsley.

an HR talent review across all the

Charlotte in areas where she is strong.

parts of GE in the UK. HR leaders from

From a development point of view, I

development managers for GE Capital

all parts of the company were excited

really feel like I’ve grown. The output

in Bristol had been colleagues and

about it and there is an active dialogue

of our thinking is so much better.

peers for some years before job

on being more proactive about pairing

We discuss thorny issues and feel

sharing. Ainsley covered for Cherry

people up,” says Cherry.

much more confident in the outcome

The organisation and talent

while she was on maternity leave and

Ainsley adds that they are frequently

because we have bounced it around.”

her return coincided with both seeking

approached by others keen to see how

greater balance in their lives.

the partnership works. “We have a lot

is GE’s recognition that both want to

One of the crucial elements for them

of flexible working in our organisation

progress and succeed individually as

decision was part of a fluid dialogue

– about 30% of the workforce works

well as together. “Our current boss

that ended with job share,” says

flexibly – but job sharing isn’t a big

has helped us by giving us individual

Cherry. Now both work three days a

feature of that; it’s more about reduced

as well as joint objectives, to have that

week, crossing over on a Wednesday.

or compressed working patterns. Job

sense of individual achievement,”

Their partnership was a first for

sharing is starting to enjoy a bit of a

says Ainsley. “If she just saw this as a

their level in the firm. “We were aware

revival and we feel very passionate

holding pattern for us that would be

of a slightly more junior job share in

about it. We are demonstrating that it

very difficult. You need a boss who

the human resources function but

works and that creates energy.”

believes it can be progressive.”

“I’m not sure who suggested it – the

The pair counter any risk of
duplication by working hard behind
the scenes to ensure they update
each other and hand over effectively.
Meetings that need the attention of
both are scheduled for Wednesday and
they keep in touch by phone and text
message the rest of the time.
Undoubtedly, the organisation
benefits by retaining skills and a high
level of productivity. “The output is far
greater than if I was doing this job on
my own full-time,” says Cherry. “We
have two ‘Mondays’ – a resurgence
mid-way through the week. Plus the
diversity of thought means we reach a
better outcome.”
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